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Conventional mechanical systems composed of various modules and parts 

are often inherently inadequate for dealing with unforeseeable changing 

situations. Taking advantage of the flexibility of multi-agent systems, a 

cellular self-organizing (CSO) systems approach has been proposed, in 

which mechanical cells or agents self-organize themselves as the environ-

ment and tasks change based on a set of rules. To enable CSO systems to 

deal with more realistic tasks, a two-field mechanism is introduced to de-

scribe task and agents complexities and to investigate how social rules 

among agents can influence CSO system performance with increasing task 

complexity. The simulation results of case studies based on the proposed 

mechanism provide insights into task-driven dynamic structures and their 

effect on the behavior, and consequently the function, of CSO systems.  

Introduction 

Adaptability is needed for systems to operate in harsh and unpredictable 

environments where it is impossible for the designer to conceptualize eve-

ry possible incident and predict details of changing functional require-

ments. Space and deep sea explorations and rescue missions in hazardous 

environments are some examples of such variable environments. In most, 

if not all, engineered systems, the physical components are designed for a 

limited purpose and restricted operation range, beyond which the behav-

iors are not predictable.  

 The existing approach to dealing with changing task environments re-

lies on designers’ imagination of a variety of possible situations of the task 

domain that helps them devise needed responses to the imaginable possi-
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bilities. Following the law of requisite variety [1]—i.e., only variety (of the 

system) can conquer variety (of the task)—this approach increases the sys-

tem variety by adding more components and therefore enlarging system 

state space. While the approach has been effective for many complex sys-

tems developed to date, as the system components become too many, high-

ly sophisticated and their interactions more intertwined, unintended inter-

actions will ensue, making it difficult for designers to ensure the valid 

operation range for the system to survive its expected lifecycle.  

As an alternative approach to adaptive and complex engineered sys-

tems, a cellular self-organizing (CSO) systems approach has been pro-

posed [2][3][4]. Like many other multi-agent systems, A CSO system is 

composed of multiple homogeneous or heterogeneous mechanical cells 

(mCells, i.e., agents) that can be a small functional component or a robot. 

Each mCell is equipped with needed sensors and actuators and encoded 

with system design-DNA (dDNA) containing the information that speci-

fies cellular actions and decisions for taking these actions. mCells interact 

with their task environment and with each other, leading to self-organizing 

emergent behavior and functions at the system level. To facilitate mCells’ 

interactions with the task environment, a task field-based regulation (FBR) 

mechanism has been developed [4]. To explore mCell interactions, a 

COARM (collision, avoidance, alignment, randomness, and momentum) 

parametric model has been examined [3].  

The self-organizing behavior of the current CSO systems is regulated 

by each mCell transforming the task environment into a task-field in which 

it finds its “most comfortable place” and moves into it. The task is com-

pleted by the collective effort of the mCells making themselves “more 

comfortable.” Each mCell makes their movement decisions completely 

based on its own sensed information of environment, its own transfor-

mation algorithm, and its own decisions for action. mCells collectively 

perform the task by first “discovering” what the task is (where is the “com-

fortable place”) and then “carrying out” the task (move into the “comforta-

ble place”). This distributed and self-interested approach allows for flexi-

bility to cope with changing tasks, robustness to deal with changing 

environment, and resilience to still function with system dismemberment.  

The current field-based regulation (FBR) approach to self-organization 

has two problems. First, when the task becomes more complex, both the 

description and transformation of task-field become highly complicated, 

potentially becoming a design hurdle. Second, the current approach does 

not directly address the interaction between mCells with respect to the 

task, leaving the power of mCells’ self-organized structures unutilized. As 

will be described in the following sections, the problems have become evi-

dent when we make the box-moving task to include “rotate” the box in ad-
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dition to simply “push/move” the box. This increased complexity of the 

task has made the simple FBR based CSO system incapable of completing 

the task in most cases, even when the field description is fully supplied. 

There is a need to incorporate task-driven dynamic structuring among 

mCells into the self-organizing framework. 

Social structures play an important role in solving collective tasks. 

Many complex systems are hierarchical in structure including social sys-

tems, biological systems and physical systems [5]. Structures can be found 

everywhere in society, such as governments, companies, and universities.  

Many natural systems, over eons of time, have participated in the evolution 

process to organize themselves into a more complex and favorable ar-

rangement [6]. 

In this research, we explore a dynamic social structuring approach to 

enhance the self-organizing functionality for CSO systems. We attain so-

cial structuring among mCells by introducing both general and context-

based social rules and devise a social-rule based regulation (SRBR) for 

mCells to choose their actions. To facilitate SRBR, we introduce the con-

cept of “social field” in addition to the current “task field.” In SRBR, 

mCells’ behavior is adjusted through perceived social field to be in harmo-

ny with system-wide welfare. Social rules can be designed based on the 

task definition and resolution of possible occurring conflicts.  

In the rest of this paper, we first review the related work in Section 2, 

and then, in Section 3, introduce our dynamic social structuring concepts 

and present social rule based behavior regulation (SRBR) approach. In 

Section 4 we demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach through simu-

lation-based case studies. Section 5 draws conclusions and points to future 

research directions. In the following, we will use the word “agent” and 

“mCell” interchangeably and will use the latter only when necessary for 

emphasizing CSO features. 

Related Work 

In the field of engineering design, design for adaptability and design of re-

configurable systems have been investigated in the past decade. In their 

work focusing on vehicle design, Ferguson and Lewis [7] introduced a 

method of designing effective reconfigurable systems that focuses on de-

termining how the design variables of a system change, as well as investi-

gating the stability of a reconfigurable system through the application of a 

state-feedback controller. Martin and Ishii [8] proposed a design for varie-

ty (DFV) approach that allows quick reconfiguration of products but main-
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ly aims to reduce time to market by addressing generational product varia-

tion. Indices have been developed for generational variance to help design-

ers reduce the development time of future evolutionary products. In addi-

tion to developing design methods for reconfigurable systems, various 

reconfigurable robotics have been developed mostly by computer scien-

tists. Unsal et al [9] focused on creating very simplistic i-Cube systems 

(with cubes being able to attached to each other) in order to investigate 

whether they can fully realize the full potential of this class of systems. 

PolyBot has gone through several updates over the years [10] but acquired 

notoriety by being the first robot that “demonstrated sequentially two topo-

logically distinct locomotion modes by self-configuration. SuperBot [11] is 

composed of a series of homogeneous modules each of which has three 

joints and three points of connection. Control of SuperBot is naturally in-

spired and achieved through a “hormone” control algorithm. 

Despite the implicit and informal nature of some multi-agent relations, 

all multi-agent systems possess some form of organization. For a distribut-

ed system with the purpose of solving a problem or reaching objective 

functionality, an organized way of sharing information among agents can 

be very helpful. Organizational oriented design has shown to be effective 

and is typically used to achieve better communication strategies [12]. It 

has been proved that the behavior of the system depends on shape, size and 

characteristics of the organizational structure [13][14]. Researchers have 

suggested that there is no single type of organization that is a best match 

for all circumstances [13].  

As an alternative approach to adaptive and complex engineered sys-

tems, the previous work on cellular self-organizing systems (CSO) has 

provided useful insights into understanding necessary characteristics of 

adaptive systems and introducing nature inspired concepts. The current 

FBR approach is fully distributed since every mCell works on their own 

without considering other mCells. From a multi-agent system’s perspec-

tive, the full distribution represents a level of disorderliness that has two 

important implications. First, the disorderliness means limited functional 

capabilities because the system lacks ways to create corresponding sophis-

tication when tasks become more complex. Second, the disorderliness, on 

the other hand, provides an opportunity for us to infuse order into the sys-

tem and therefore increase the level of overall system capability. The ques-

tion is how can we devise such order so that we can “control” the level of 

orderliness for best balance of system adaptability and functionality? 
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A Social Rule Based Regulation Approach to Dynamic Social 

Structuring 

Basic Idea 

As mentioned above, a system needs to possess a certain level of complex-

ity in order to deal with tasks with a corresponding level of complexity [1]. 

Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that a system with higher physical 

complexity is more adaptable because the higher-level diversity permits 

satisfaction of changes of constraints around the system [15]. Although al-

gorithmic information content based complexity measure equals random-

ness with complexity, from a system design perspective, it is more appro-

priate to count the complexity of a system based on its physical, structural, 

and effective features. In this case, pure randomness is discounted and the 

attention is placed on agent interactions and evolving structures.   

Following Huberman and Hogg [15], we consider the complexity spec-

trum of engineered systems over order and disorder bell shaped, as illus-

trated in Fig. 1. A single solid object, such as a hammer, has complete or-

der, as indicated in point (a) in Fig. 1; it has close to zero complexity and 

can deal with very simple tasks, such as punching a nail. By increasing 

number of dedicated components and introducing interactions between 

them, the order decreases in the sense that the system can be in various 

ranges of possible states. Such systems can be a gearbox (simpler) or an 

internal combustion engine (more complex). Although this “complexity by 

design” approach (from (a) to (c) in Fig. 1) has been the mainstream ap-

proach to complex engineered systems and has been highly effective, the 

unintended and unknown interactions among the sophisticated components 

may potentially become a “showstopper” when the systems demand super 

complexity for super demanding tasks. Space mission accidents and those 

of nuclear power plants are examples. 

 
 

Fig. 1 Hypothetical system complexity over order-disorder spectrum (adapted 

from [15]) 

(a) 

(c) 

Complexity 

Order Disorder 

(b) 

  Complexity  
by design  

Complexity  
   by emergence  
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An alternative approach to complex engineered systems is to start from 

completely disorganized simple agents (or mCells in our CSO term), as in-

dicated by point (b) in Fig. 1. While the completely disordered agents can-

not perform any task, not even punching nails, introducing order among 

the agents can potentially lead to a functional system (moving from (b) to 

(c) in Fig. 1). Physical materials, biological systems, and ant colonies are 

examples. The distinctive feature of this approach to complex engineered 

system is “complexity by emergence.” Since “by emergence” does not re-

quire explicit knowledge of specific interactions among agents, the “show-

stopper” mentioned above can be avoided. Furthermore, this approach may 

fundamentally expand the design of engineered systems by bringing bio-

logical developmental concepts into mechanical system development. 

Our research on self-organizing systems takes the “by emergence” ap-

proach. Besides introducing the concepts of design-DNA (dDNA) and me-

chanical cell (mCell, i.e., agent), a task field based behavior regulation 

(FBR) mechanism has been developed to allow agents to self-organize 

(i.e., introducing order) through each agent seeking attractors of its per-

ceived task field. Based on Fig 1, previous CSO system designs fall into a 

cluster of points close to (b). Although this limited orderliness was effec-

tive for completing “push box” tasks, it was not enough for “push and ro-

tate box.” To further increase the level of orderliness, in this research we 

introduce the concept of “social structure” to capture explicit interactions 

among agents and apply “social rules” to facilitate dynamical social struc-

turing among agents.  
 In the following subsections, we first introduce the measure of task 

complexity and then describe the models of agents, social structures, and 

social rules, followed by the social rule based regulation mechanism. The 

subsequent case study sections will demonstrate how higher level task 

complexity demands dynamic structuring and how social rule-based regu-

lation can be applied to increase the orderliness, and consequently the ca-

pability, of the overall system.  

Task Complexity  

In the CSO framework, tasks together with environmental situations are 

presented as “task fields” in which agents seek and move to attractors [4]. 

Task field is defined as below. 

Definition 1 (Task Field & Field Formation):                        
where, FLDt: field formation operator, FR is set of functional require-

ments of task, and ENV is set of environment constraints. 
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At a given time, an agent’s behavior can be self-regulated based on its 

"field position" at that moment which is determined by the task require-

ments and the environmental situation. We assume that each agent is 

equipped with needed sensors and a field formation operator. 

To demonstrate that more complex tasks require more complex sys-

tems, a measure of task complexity is needed. Various measures of task 

complexity have been proposed [16][17]. We define task complexity to 

have four components: composite complexity, object complexity, coordi-

nation complexity and dynamic complexity. 

Tasks are composed of various functions. Typically, a function can be 

represented as a pair of <verb> <object> (e.g., <push><box>). As the 

number of distinguishable verbs (i.e., actions) of a task increases, agents 

need to be more knowledgeable in order to perform the task. Therefore, the 

number of distinct verbs can be used as a measure of an aspect of task 

complexity, called composite complexity. We have, 

 Definition 2 (Composite Complexity):         
   
       

   
    

where, V={v1, …, vn} is the set of all distinguished actions and O={o1, 

…, om} is the number of all distinguished objects;|V| = n and 

|O| = m. 

In addition to the number of objects, the properties of the objects in-

volved in a task, such as shape, dimension, and mass, also contribute to the 

task complexity. Therefore the number of parameters used to describe the 

distinctive objects can be used to define the object complexity of the task. 

The more the parameters are, the higher the complexity level is. We define 

object complexity of a task as, 

Definition 3 (Object Complexity):        
 
   

where, N is number of unique objects involved in the task, Pi is number 

of parameters for describing object i. 

For a given task, in addition to the number of actions, there can be var-

ious relationships between these actions that must be maintained for the 

completion of the task. Examples include timing between actions (e.g., 

parallel, sequential, or specific delay) and number of relative occurrences. 

The existence of these relationships requires coordination of actions within 

an agent and between multiple agents. This change in phase of agent action 

can add a fair amount of coordination complexity to the system.   

Definition 4 (Coordination Complexity):                   

where, r is action relations between action (verb) i and j, which can be 

sequential or reciprocal . 
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 Another kind of task complexity deals with the changing 

environment. When environment changes, task field will vary. Depending 

on the degree of variation, an agent’s behavior for action and coordination 

should be adjusted. We can capture such dynamic complexity by the sum 

of differences across a certain time period for the abovementioned three 

complexity components, as described in [16]. We have, 

Definition 5 (Dynamic Complexity):   

                     +                 +                  

 The overall task complexity is the weighted sum of the abovementioned 

complexities: 

Definition 6 (Task Complexity):   
                                  

where, Wcp,Wob, Wco, Wdy are the weights assigned to each complexity 

measure. 

Examples of how these complexity measures are applied and com-
puted are given in the case study section.  

Agent and Social Structures 

In the CSO framework, we treat mechanical components as mechanical 

cells (mCell, i.e., agents). Following our previous work [4], we have fol-

lowing definitions: 

 

Definition 7 (Mechanical Cell):  mCell = {Cu, S, A, B}; 

where Cu: control unit; S = {s1, s2, ...}: sensors/sensory information; A 

= {a1, a2, ...}: actuators/actions; B: designed behavior, or design 

information (see definition 4 below).  
 

Mechanical Cell is the smallest structural and functional unit of a CSO 

system. Although for a CSO system design, the appearance or the structure 

of its mCells may be different, a mCell should be able to sense the envi-

ronment and process material, energy and/or information as their actions.  
 

Definition 8 (State):  State = {SC, AC} 

where   
         

  are currently sensory information and ac-

tions, respectively.  
 

State is used to represent the situation. It is the combination of the cur-

rent sensor information Sc and current actions Ac.  
 

Definition 9 (Behavior):  b = {SE, AE}  AN 
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where   
         

  are existing sensor information and actions, 

respectively; and   
  are next step actions.  

 

A behavior b is the designed action for given situations or states. The 

Cu of the mCell should be able to judge the situation and make decisions 

on next actions. The design information of a CSO system is the fully de-

veloped behaviors for each mCell.  

One important feature of a CSO system is that each agent is self-

interested; they always seek attractions (i.e., attractors) that make them 

“happier.” It is this self-organizing behavior that makes the overall system 

robust and adaptive to change. However, such self-organizing behavior 

must be effectively guided so that structures, and therefore complexity, can 

emerge and the overall system can be functional. In this research, the no-

tion of satisfaction is used to capture the happiness of an agent in choosing 

their actions. For a single agent without considering the existence of other 

agents, its satisfaction can be defined as below: 

Definition 10 (Agent Satisfaction):         
                  

where, Behi ={beh1,…,behn} set of behaviors available to agent i, Eff 

returns effectiveness profile of Behi in the current tField. 

An individual agent’s satisfaction is a function that maps the all availa-

ble behaviors to the effectiveness with respect to its task field. The values 

of an agent’s satisfaction for each possible behavior in the current task 

field constitute a profile of probabilities of executing for all possible be-

haviors. This is identical with the FBR described in [4].  

Along the similar line of thinking about task complexities mentioned 

above and by focusing on the physical and effective features [15][18], we 

consider the complexity of an agent in terms of the agent’s number of ac-

tions, number of behaviors and communication capacity (e.g., range and 

number of channels). We have, 

Definition 11 (Individual Agent Complexity):                     

where, Na is the number of actions, Nb is the number of behaviors , Ccom 

is the communication capacity. 

Definition 12 (System’s Agents Complexity):                 
 
    

where, N is the number of agents. 

To increase the emergent complexity and level of sophistication of a 

multi-agent system requires devising order into the system, as indicated in 

Fig. 1. In this research, we devise order by introducing social structures 

among agents. More specifically, we apply the graph theory principles to 

capture the interactions among agents.  
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Assume G is a set of all possible graphs that can be formed by N 

agents Ag = {a1, a2,…, aN}. Then we define  

Definition 13 (Social Structure): G(t) = (N, E(t)),   

where, N is the number of agents, N is the number of agents , E(t) is the 

links of interactions/relations between agents at time t. 

As shown above, social structure G(t) is a function of time and is di-

rectly dependent on the evolution of agents’ interactions. For simplicity, 

we assume agents are constant nodes in the graph while edges between the 

nodes changes over time resulting in a dynamic structure.  
In CSO systems, the social structure represented as connectivity graph 

is realized by defining social rules that specify how agents interact with 

each other. These social rules can be general (e.g., “move to similar direc-

tion with neighbors) or task specific (e.g., “move closer with neighbors in 

on the edge of a box”). We define social complexity measure of agents 

based on their connectivity graph that originates from social rules. This 

type of graph complexity is notably similar to the complexity measures de-

fined in molecular chemists [19]. The vertex degree magnitude-based in-

formation content, Ivd is based on Shannon entropy and defines information 

as the reduced entropy of the system relative to the maximum entropy that 

can exist in a system with the same number of elements. The analysis has 

shown that the Ivd index satisfies the criteria for a measure of network 

complexity. It increases with the connectivity and other complexity fac-

tors, such as the number of branches, cycles, cliques, etc. 

 Definition 14 (Social Complexity):                
 
    / N 

where, di is the degree of each node i (how many other agents are 

communicating with agent i). 

Social Rule Based Behavior Regulation 

The main objective of this research is to explore ways to facilitate emer-

gence of order and therefore complexity so that a CSO system can deal 

with more complex tasks. We want to devise dynamic structuring methods 

that can help guide agents to self-organize. We take a social rule based be-

havior regulation approach and explore various local and bottom up social 

relations to achieve dynamic social structuring. 

Generally speaking, the deficiency of disorderliness or disorganization 

can be divided into two categories. One is “conflict deficiency” and the 

other “opportunity-loss deficiency.” For simple tasks (e.g., push a box to a 

destination in an open space) where individual agent’s “goal” is mostly 

consistent with the system goal, the agents’ effort can additively contribute 

to the system overall function. When tasks become more complex, con-
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flicts between agents’ actions (e.g., push box in opposite directions due to 

space constraints) may occur and cooperation opportunities may be lost. 

In order to minimize the conflict between agents and exploit coopera-

tion opportunities, social rules and social relations can play an important 

role. A social rule is a description of behavioral relationship between two 

encountering agents that can be used by the agents to modify their other-

wise individually, rather than socially, determined actions. Two agents act-

ing on a give social rule are said to be engaged in a social relationship. 

Based on definition 13 mentioned above, when agents are engaged in so-

cial relations by following social rules, social structures emerge, leading to 

more order and higher complexity of the system.  

To avoid conflicts and promote cooperation, social rules can be defined 

to specify which actions should be avoided and which actions are recom-

mended for given conditions. The conditions are often task domain de-

pendent, although they can also be general. We have, 

Definition 15 (Social Rule): sRule = <C, ForA, RecA> 

where C is a condition specifying a set of states; ForA: forbidden ac-

tions for states specified by; RecA: suggested action.  

Social rules defined above introduce relations among encountering 

agents. It is conceivable that when an agent encounter neighbors and 

neighbors encounter their neighbors the cascading effect may lead to a 

large scale network structure with varying densities. The distribution of 

such densities can be defined as a social field in which every agent has its 

own position and the awareness of the social field allows agent to reach 

(i.e., be aware of) beyond the encountering neighbor agents. We have, 

Definition 16 (Social Field):  sField = FLDs (sRule) 

where FLDs is the field formation operator; sRule is a social rule. 

Social field adds another layer to the design of CSO systems as a help-

ful mechanism to secure unity in the system. We will explore its effect in 

future research. In this research, the focus is put on allowing agents to ad-

just their otherwise individual satisfaction behavior (see definition 10), 

based on applying social rules to the encountering neighbor agents. This 

social rule based behavior regulation (SRBR) can be defined as follows. 

Definition 17 (Social Rule Based Behavior Regulation): 

          
             

            

Where, SRBR is social field based regulation operator for behavior 

correction;        
 is tField based behavior satisfaction (see 

definition 10); SRi is set of social rules;      is set of encoun-
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tering neighbor agents;           
 is socially regulated be-

havior satisfaction. 

The above is a general definition. To apply SRBR, an agent needs to 

1) generate its independent satisfaction profile through FBR (see definition 

10), 2) identify and communicate with its neighbors, 3) possess social 

rules, 4) know which rule to apply for a given situation, and 5) know how 

to generate new social satisfaction behavior. Each of the 5 steps can be 

task domain dependent. In the following section, we discuss how these 

steps can be implemented and the above mentioned concepts be applied. 

Case Study 

The objective of case study is to explore and demonstrate how social rule 

based behavior regulation can increase the order, and therefore the com-

plexity, of the overall system and how this increased order is essential for 

dealing with more complex tasks.  To pursue this objective, we developed 

a multi-agent simulation system based on the NetLogo platform [20], a 

popular tool used by researchers of various disciplines. 

 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 2 Experiment design 

Fig. 2 illustrates the design of simulation based experiment. As independ-

ent variable, two strategies were explored, with social structuring (SRBR), and 

without social structuring (FBR). Control variables are used to test different 

task and agent situations. Two tasks were tested, pushing a box without an ob-

stacle (simple) and pushing a box with an obstacle (complex). For all settings, 

we measure success rate, time duration (number of steps) and total effort (total 

distance the agents traveled) as dependent variables.  

Tasks 

The box-moving task used for the cases study is illustrated in Fig. 3. Multiple 

agents intend to move the box to the goal “G”. Given that the canal becomes 

narrower, the agents must rotate the box to horizontal as it gets closer to the 

entrance of the narrowing part. Furthermore, there can be an obstacle “obs” on 

the way.  

Time duration (# of time unit) 
 

Simulation 

Independent variable Dependent variables 

Behavior regulation 

strategy (SRBR, FBR) 

Success rate (%) 

Control Variables 
Task (simple, complex) 

Number of agents (10 to 14) 

Total effort (agent-distance) 
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Fig. 3 Box-moving task used in case studies 

 

The specific tasks can be expresses as follows. 

T1 = <Orient><Goal> 

T2 = <Move><Box>to<Goal> 

T3 = <Rotate><Box> 

T4= <Move> <Box>away from<Wall> 

T5= <Sense><Social Field> 

The task fields include the attraction field from the “goal” and the re-

pulsion fields from the walls as well as the obstacle if present, as indicated 

in Fig. 3. For the “goal” field, a gravity-like field is applied, and for the 

“walls” and the “obstacle”, a gradient based repulsion distribution is intro-

duced to provide “warnings” of collision as agents get closer to them. The 

gradient distribution of the constraints (i.e., walls and obs) together with 

the sensory range of agents determine how much in advance agents can 

predict the collision and find ways to avoid it. In this simulation study, 

higher positions (i.e., higher value) in the field are more desirable to 

agents. For moving the box, an agent always tries to find a “low field posi-

tion” around the box and from there to move the box toward a “high field 

position” which is often, but not always, the “goal” position. 

We calculated the object complexity for the box which is the main ob-

ject. The characteristics of the box include its dimensions width and length 

and its orientation angle. For simplicity, we consider the angle to be 90 

degrees. Thus the objective complexity sums up to 2 for this item. There is 

one reciprocal (i.e., move and rotate) and two sequential activities (i.e., di-

rectmove, and directrotate) that are interacting with each other. There-

fore, the coordination complexity consists of three interconnected actions 

resulting in having the complexity of 3 for this portion leading to the total 

complexity of 12 for “with wall” situation, as indicated in Table1. The 

based on the similar calculation, the “open space” and “wall+obs” situa-

tions have complexity value of 7 and 13, respectively, shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 Complexity measures of various box-moving situations 

Situation 0: Open space 1: With Wall 2: With Wall + Obs 

Complexity   7 12 13 

box obs G 

agent 

attraction field 

repulsion 
  field 

wall 

wall 
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The system is composed of n agents:                      The ini-

tial positions of agents are randomly assigned but are always on the left 

side of the box. Guided by the task-field of attraction and repulsion, each 

agent contributes to the correct movement of the box in a way that the 

emergent movement of the box is toward the goal. Although this strategy 

(i.e., “non-social”) works well for “open-space with a few obstacles” [4] 

when more constraints, such as “wall” and more “obs”, are added, new 

strategies (e.g., “social structuring”) are needed. 

Social Rules 

As mentioned above, social rules usually are designed to allow agents to 

avoid conflicts and/or to promote cooperation. In this case study, the social 

rules are set to provide guidance for agents to become aware of, and sub-

sequently avoid, potential conflicts. Fig. 4 (a) and (b) illustrate possible 

force & torque conflicts between agents i and j, respectively. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4 Possible conflicts of agents i & j; and box neighborhood 
 

To facilitate description of rules, we introduce the “box neighborhood” 

by defining 6 zones, as indicated in Fig. 4(c). Agents are aware of their lo-

cation, i.e., their zone. Furthermore, they can broadcast their location and 

field density value to neighbor agents. The communication rule follows: 

Social rule 1 (communication rule): <condition: enter box neighborhood> 

<recommended action: broadcast [location] and [field strength]> 

When an agent receives broadcast from an agent in the neighborhood, it 

will attempt to determine if a force conflict or a torque conflict exists and 

then decide if it will take the recommended actions provided by the fol-

lowing conflicting avoidance rules: 

Social rule 2 (force conflict rule): <condition: force conflict> <forbidden 

action: push in opposite-direction in opposite zone> <recommended 

action: find a new location> 

Social rule 3 (torque conflict rule): <condition: torque conflict > <forbid-

den action: push in opposite-direction in opposite zone> <recom-

mended action: move to next neighbor zone> 
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Agents have the option to ignore any or all of the above three rules. 

When the probability for agents to follow the rules decreases, we say that 

the system is less socially active, and otherwise more socially active. 

Results 

Fig. 5 illustrates a series of screenshots of a typical simulation run. The 

large box appeared to be a collection of small boxes because of an imple-

mentation difficulty. It should be considered as a single large box.  

Time Step: 000 Time Step: 020 Time Step: 040 

Time Step: 070 Time Step: 080 Time Step: 090 

Time Step: 110 Time Step: 140 Time Step: 150 

Fig. 5 Screenshots of a typical simulation run 

Fig. 6 illustrates the comparison of success rate results for social 

(SRBR) and non-social (FBR) strategies for the “with wall” situation with 

varying number of agents.   All results indicated in the graphs are averages 

of 100 simulation-runs for that specific setting. For non-social strategy 

(i.e., no social rule & no structuring), the success rate for 10-agent case is 

0; no simulation runs could complete the task. Adding more agents in-

creases the overall system complexity, resulting in better success rate. It 

can be seen that for this specific case study, 11-agent and 13-agent appear 

to be critical numbers by which the success rate jumps. The social struc-

turing approach proves to be more reliable. The success rate remains 100% 

for all agent number settings. The increase of system complexity from add-

ing social rules, and consequently social structures, has made the system 

more effective to deal with complex tasks.  
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Fig. 6 Success rate comparison for social (SRBR) and non-social (FBR) 
strategies for the “with wall” situation with varying number of agents 

Fig. 7 shows the comparison of total effort and time duration for com-

pleted (i.e., successful) simulation runs for non-social and social strategies. 

For non-social strategy, because no simulation run was successful for 10-

agent or less case, there was no data for comparison. It is interesting to see 

that for the 11-agent case, the absence of social rules and structuring has 

made the system more efficient. This means that for the 60% completed 

runs (see Fig. 6), no social rule is more efficient than having social rules. 

This is because social structuring incurs “over-head” in task processing. 

However, the cost for this added efficiency is the 40% failed runs. 

For cases where agent number is larger than 11, the social and non-

social have the comparable success rates (see Fig. 6), but the social struc-

turing strategy appears to be more efficient in terms of both effort and time 

duration. The implication of these results is important: while increasing 

complexity from (b) to (c) in Fig. 1 can be realized by either social struc-

turing or adding more agents, the “impact” of them is different. Adding 

not-enough agent-power may run risk of failures and adding too much 

agent-power may lead to waste of time and effort. On the other hand, add-

ing proper social structuring may remove the failure risk and maintain an 

adequate level of efficiency.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7 Effort and duration time comparison for social (SRBR) and non-social 

(FBR) strategies for the “with wall” situation with varying number of agents 
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The change of social complexity over simulation time in a typical sim-

ulation run with social structuring strategy and 12 agents are shown in Fig. 

8. As shown in the figure, social complexity increases when agents start to 

communicate with each other by following social rule 1 and “help” each 

other by following social 2 & 3 when rotating the box in the middle of the 

process. Social complexity through social structuring varies over time; it 

increases when needed by the task situation (rotate the box) and decreases 

when the situation is resolved. This task driven variability is the key dif-

ference from the agent complexity obtained through adding more agent-

power. While adding more agents somehow relies on “randomness” to in-

crease the success rate and consequently looses efficiency, social rule 

based self-organization builds competence through local, bottom-up but 

explicit structuring efforts.  

 

Fig. 8 Social complexity during the process of moving box towards goal with 

SRBR strategy and 12 agents 

To further explore how more complex tasks demand social structuring, 

we carried out simulations for the “with wall+obs” situation. The task 

complexity measure for this situation is 13 (see table 1), more complex 

than the “with wall” situation. For this situation we only explored the cases 

for 14 to 18 agents. Fig. 9 shows the success rate comparison of two strat-

egies and Fig. 10 the comparison of effort and time duration. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 9 Success rate comparison for social (SRBR) and non-social (FBR) strate-

gies for the “with wall+obs” situation with varying number of agents 
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It can be seen from Fig. 9 that the success rate for non-social strategy 

decreased dramatically even with more agents (see Fig. 6). However, the 

social rule based structuring strategy remains to be 100% successful.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 10 Effort and time duration comparison for social (SRBR) and non-social 

(FBR) strategies for the “with wall+obs” situation with varying number of agents 

For effort comparison, the non-social strategy is again more efficient 

than the social one for the 14-agent case, as shown in Fig. 10. However, its 

success rate is only 23% (see Fig. 9). Overall, the efficiency for non-social 

strategy is much worse than that for the social strategy. By comparing Fig. 

10 with Fig. 8, it can be seen that the more complex task “with wall+obs” 

is more in need for emergent structural complexity of the system. Howev-

er, when more agents are added into the already social-rule based system, 

there is only increase of effort and no improvement of time duration, as 

shown in Fig. 10. From the above results, it can be seen that devising 

proper social rules and adequate number of agents is important for design-

ing CSO systems.  

Concluding Remarks  

As domain tasks become more complex, the engineered systems be-

come more complex by moving from rigid and tightly organized for-

mations into those of more components and more interactions. A potential 

issue with this top-down or ordered-to-disorder approach is the unintended 

and unknown interactions that may cause failure of the whole system. An 

alternative approach is to start with simple and disorganized agents and 

then move bottom-up and disordered-to-ordered by devising dynamic 

structures through self-organization. In this research, we explored the 

sources of task complexity by defining various complexity types and in-

vestigated how social rule based behavior regulation can be applied to al-

low dynamic structures, hence system complexity, emerge from self-
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interested agents. The case study results have demonstrated the potential of 

effectiveness of our proposed approach and shed some useful insights. 

 Increasing complexity from disorder can be achieved through adding 

more agents or devising structures. However, the former only has limited 

effect. When tasks become more complex, adding agents can hardly 

reach 100% success rate and the efficiency for the successful runs is low. 

On the other hand, devising dynamic structures can make the system 

more adaptable. Not only the success rate is always 100% but the effi-

ciency is well maintained with changing task complexity (from “with 

wall” to “with wall+ obs”) and varying number of agents (from 8 to 18). 

This result is consistent with Huberman and Hogg’s [15] conjecture that 

higher structural complexity makes system more adaptable. 

 When a relatively disordered system can complete a task by a certain 

probability, for this completed task, its efficiency can be better than 

structured systems; and this happens only for a small window of number 

of agents. The reason behind can be that dynamic structuring incurs 

over-head. However, the efficiency gain of the disorderliness is based on 

the high risk of failures. 

 There can be tipping points of matching between the task complexity 

and system complexity. Adding one more agent from 10 to 11 can in-

crease the success rate from 0 to 60% (Fig. 6), from 16 to 18 causes 

change from 25% to 60% (Fig. 9). This tipping point phenomenon can 

be due to the lack of social structuring of the system or it may be a result 

of mismatch between the highly complex task and not-so-complex sys-

tem. Future work is needed to understand the real causal relations. 

Our ongoing work explores the properties of various types of task 

complexity and their demands for corresponding types of structural com-

plexity of the CSO system. Along the way, we will include more close-to-

real engineering tasks and gradually make our CSO systems more real and 

practically functional. 

This paper is based on the work supported in part by the National Sci-

ence Foundation under Grants No. CMMI-0943997 and No. CMMI-

1201107. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations 

expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do not necessarily re-

flect the views of the National Science Foundation. 
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